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Abstract
This white paper provides an overview of how the xStack Switch Series by D-Link Systems, Inc.
implements state-of-the-art technology to address critical requirements at the edge of the
network. Requirements such as the need for more density to support more users, but with the
performance to ensure users get the bandwidth they require; the need to deploy services faster
while lowering the cost of delivering these services and the need to secure the network while
remaining open to new opportunities; and the need for 10-Gigabit switching capacity. The
xStack Series delivers the industry’s best investment protection by implementing advanced
hardware and software technology to meet and exceed these and other emerging edge switch
requirements.
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Executive Summary
The way in which businesses use LANs is changing and the performance requirement at the edge
of the network is becoming more demanding. IP Telephony and other collaborative applications
are driving more traffic to the edge of the network. As file sizes continue to grow, users need
more bandwidth. Quite simply, the convergence of voice, video, data, and storage enables users
to do more from their desktop. Enterprises need to be able to address today’s increased demands
and still prepare for the unknown demands of tomorrow. By re-assessing how they’re using the
wiring closet, they can achieve both goals, and be assured that their investments will be protected
for a long time to come.
With the xStack Multilayer Switch Series, D-Link meets the switching demands of growing
medium and large businesses. The xStack Series is a line of Enterprise-class switching products
that provide the industry’s highest density Gigabit connectivity, managed Layer 2 Ethernet
switching, full-featured Layer 3 IP routing, robust security, advanced QoS, and blazing 10Gigabit support—all in one compact 1RU chassis. With strict adherence to industry open
standards, xStack switches are designed and priced to help businesses build a cost effective,
powerful, and professional network.
Delivering the greatest Gigabit switch throughput performance in the industry, the D-Link
xStack Series enables deployment of intelligent services faster and more efficiently than ever
before. Even the most demanding customer can now have it all: investment protection for years
to come, intelligence to support new services and simplify the network, and high availability
features that will keep users connected and productive.
Before we discuss the features and benefits of the D-Link xStack Series, it is important to first
understand the current driving forces behind the demand for Gigabit and 10-Gigabit at the
network edge.

The Demand for Gigabit and 10-Gigabit Ethernet
Frustrated network users, new bandwidth-intensive applications, rapid Gigabit rollouts, and
falling prices are making 10-Gigabit Ethernet a necessity in the Enterprise network. With 10Gigabit Ethernet, bandwidth-challenged Enterprises can meet their acute network needs with
10Gbps solutions that provide the benefits of Ethernet while preserving investments in 1-Gigabit
Ethernet and 10/100Mbps Fast Ethernet LANs. Initially, Enterprises are using 10-Gigabit
Ethernet on network segments that aggregate extremely high volumes of traffic, such as campus
backbones and very high-speed links between supercomputer clusters, or between servers and
switches in datacenters. By preserving Ethernet from end to end, such links leverage existing
Enterprise infrastructures while lowering costs and simplifying training and network
management. Furthermore, Enterprises can deploy the 10-Gigabit Ethernet links without
worrying about compatibility problems, because the standard coming out of the IEEE 802.3ae
working group preserves the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet frame format, minimum and maximum frame
size, and media access control (MAC) client interface. This means that existing products from
the leading vendors will support the new 10-Gigabit Ethernet standard.
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When used with single-mode optical fiber, 10-Gigabit Ethernet has an operating range of up to
40 miles. This operating range and its very high speed make 10-Gigabit Ethernet a viable
alternative for linking large corporate LANs and for connecting datacenters, server farms, and
storage area networks (SANs) within a campus or metropolitan area. By using Ethernet from end
to end, such deployments can reduce costs, simplify training and management, and avoid
potential problems with latency and other complications arising from converting between the
Ethernet and Internet Protocol (IP).
Deploying 10-Gigabit Ethernet gives Enterprises an edge over their competition by being able to
support their existing data-intensive infrastructures while easing the burden on highly aggregated
links with large over-subscription ratios. The deployment also quickly accommodates new
initiatives in high-performance computing, server clustering, SANs, disaster recovery, streaming
media, and multi-site collaboration. Additionally, by using 802.1p and 802.1q, 10-Gigabit
Ethernet can deliver guaranteed levels of latency, jitter, and bandwidth, allowing Enterprises to
integrate voice over IP, video, and other multimedia traffic on the network.
With the growing number of bandwidth-intensive applications and the potential for 1Gbps links
to desktops or small workgroups, there is an increasing need for 10Gbps connections to carry
traffic on LAN backbones and elsewhere in the corporate network. Enterprises can feel
comfortable deploying 10-Gigabit Ethernet now to meet these needs, knowing that it will work
with existing Ethernet installations and bring reductions in operating costs without requiring any
costly overhauls or high levels of sophistication.

Gigabit to the desktop and 10-Gigabit uplinks back to the network core
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APPLICATIONS FUEL DEMAND FOR 10-GIGABIT ETHERNET
Enterprises should consider deploying 10-Gigabit Ethernet as soon as possible, given that
1-Gigabit Ethernet is already migrating from servers at the core of the network to specialized
workstations and is starting to reach desktops at the edge of the network.
Equipment vendors are aggressively slashing prices for 1-Gbps equipment, primarily
LAN switches, network interface cards (NICs), and LAN on motherboards (LOMs), further
encouraging the use of 1Gbps connections. Price erosion is also being fueled by the advent of
Gigabit-over-copper (1,000Base-T) technology, which allows Enterprises to use their existing
Category 5 copper-based infrastructure while maintaining the robustness previously found only
in fiber links. At the same time, 10Gbps versions of NICs are expected to deploy in servers soon.
Enterprises will increasingly need the 10Gbps pipes for aggregation of 1Gbps connections and to
support the growing number of bandwidth-intensive applications. Very high-speed connections
are needed to accommodate the demand for more bandwidth between LAN switches and the
desire to aggregate server farms at high speeds. The growing availability of gigabit-over-copper,
the trend toward Gigabit-to-the-desktop connections, and the wider availability and use of highperformance computing, multi-site collaboration, streaming media, and videoconferencing are
further swelling the demand for 10-Gigabit Ethernet connections.
Another positive factor for 10-Gigabit Ethernet: it gives Enterprises a valuable option in a time
of tight budgets. In such instances, firms may choose to install more bandwidth instead of
immediately migrating LAN switches to prioritization, managed switches, and from Layer 2 to
Layer 3. This has become known as "throwing bandwidth at a
problem." It is not an elegant solution— or one to be recommended in large and complex
networks— but it has worked for years where networks are relatively simple.

Introduction to the xStack Switch Series
The D-Link xStack Series represents the next generation in innovation and performance in a
stackable solution. They offer scalable and resilient solutions for Gigabit and 10-Gigabit
Ethernet, providing exceptional security features and support for enhanced convergence while
minimizing capital and operational expenses. All the features typically found in the more
expensive chassis-based solutions, at the price of a stackable.
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xStack Models
xStack Series switches are designed to provide high-density Gigabit desktop connectivity and
10GbE to the core for mid-size and large Enterprise customers. xStack Switches are available in
4 models:
xStack DGS-3324SR
xStack DGS-3324SRi
xStack DXS-3350SR

xStack DXS-3326GSR

24-Port 10/100/1000Base-T
4-Port Combo SFP
2-Port 10GbE Stacking
24-Port 10/100/1000Base-T
8-Port Combo SFP Ports
6-Port 10GbE Stacking
48-Port 10/100/100
4-Port Combo SFP
2-Port 10GbE Stacking Ports
Optional 10GbE XFP Support
24-Slot Gigabit SFP
4 Combo SFP Ports
2-Port 10GbE Stacking
Optional 10GbE XFP Support

D-Link xStack switches offer a scalable and resilient solutions for Gigabit
and 10-Gigabit Ethernet
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xStack Series Benefits
Industry’s highest density Gigabit Ethernet for easy scalability and efficient
use of rack space.
High Gigabit copper port-density in a stack: Star:312, Ring:384
40Gbps stacking bandwidth to minimize network latency and increase
response times
120Gbps aggregated stacking bandwidth in star-stacking topology
8 priority queues of QoS on every port to optimize application performance
in a converged network
Advanced Layer 3 intelligence to roll out new services quickly and easily
Comprehensive security services to protect your network where it's being
attacked–at the network edge
Highest performance switch fabric (176 Gbps*) and throughput (131Mpps*)
so current and future applications have the bandwidth required
Investment protection and operational simplicity resulting in low cost of
ownership
Modular 10-Gigabit Ethernet design that can be quickly upgraded in the
field so you only pay for the bandwidth you need, when you need it
Redundant hardware and special availability software ensure the highest
level of network availability
Two 10-Gigabit Ethernet ports to avoid the common uplink bottleneck from
the wiring closet to back to the core

* DXS-3350SR has a 176 switching capacity and 131Mpps of throughput capacity. Refer to other xStack
switches for individual performance specifications.

xStack Layer 3 Intelligent Services
QoS

Multicast Routing

- 8 priority queues

- IGMP v1/v2

- Layer 2 classification

- IGMP snooping

- 802.1P priority marking

- PIM-SM, PIM-DM

- Layer 3 DiffServ code points

Network Address Translation

- Bandwidth rate limiting

Security Features

- Layer 2/3/4 Access C ontrol Lists

- Rate limiting

VLAN

- Layer 2/3/4 Access C ontrol Lists

- 4000 VLANs

- RADIUS support

- 802.1Q VLAN tag

- TAC AC S+ support

- Port-based and MAC -based VLANs

- 802.1x Network Authentication

Link Aggregation

- 802.1X

16,000 MAC Address Table

- SSH2 server

STP, RSTP, MSTP

- SSL
- SNMPv3

Routing

Management Features

- RIP v1/v2

- Telnet

- VRRP (Virtual Routing Redundancy Protocol)

- SYSLog

- OSPF

- SNMP v1, 2, 2c

- Static route

- Port Mirroring (by port #)
- 4 RMON groups per port
- HTML management
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Complete Solution for Mid-Sized Businesses & Enterprises
Whether you need to bring Gigabit or just conventional 10/100Mbps speed to your organization's
desktops, D-Link's xStack Series has the right solution with the right port types, port densities,
and uplinks to match your requirements. xStack Switches support up to 16,000 MAC addresses,
4,000 Layer 3 forwarding database in hardware, or 64,000 routing table entries making this an
ideal switch for both wiring closet implementations and enterprise branch offices. Even as the
customer’s network grows, the large table sizes supported in xStack Switches make them an
excellent long-term solution more than capable of supporting growth in the network. With
industry-leading scalability and flexibility, each xStack 10/100/1000Mbps Gigabit switch may be
joined in any combination to evolve with your network needs.

Industry Leading 10/100/1000 Scalability
The xStack Series delivers industry-leading 10/100/1000 density, scalability, and port flexibility,
which allows customers to easily expand their network and make the most efficient use of
available rack space. At just 1.75” (1 rack unit), one xStack switch can provide up to 48 Gigabit
ports per switch. This gives you up to 312 Gigabit ports per stack in the star-stacking
architecture, or a of maximum 384 Gigabit ports in a ring-stacking architecture. This high port
density allows xStack Switches to be deployed either as a core switch or as an easily expandable
stack for Gigabit-to-the-desktop applications. xStack’s high performance switching architectures
will continue to be a critical edge solution in the customer’s network for years to come.

10-Gigabit Ethernet at the Edge–When You Need It
D-Link's xStack Series provides 10-Gigabit uplinks for transmission at up to 10 times the speed
of a 1-Gigabit port, up to 20,000Mbps in the full-duplex mode. 10-Gigabit uplinks means that the
edge switch uplink capacity can grow as the end user’s bandwidth demands increase.
Based on a modular design, an optional 10-Gigabit “daughter card” can be added to the xStack
DXS-3350SR or DXS-3326GSR switch to deliver immediate support for two 10-Gigabit XFP
transceivers. This advanced design enables the user to easily upgrade the xStack DXS-3350SR or
DXS-3326GSR for multiple 10-Gigabit uplinks when increased capacity is required.

Non-blocking Switching Capacity—Up to 176Gbps
The xStack Series delivers industry-leading switch fabric and throughput performance giving
users the bandwidth their applications require. The xStack 48-port DXS-3350SR has a 176Gbps
switching capacity that is able to process up to 131 million packets per second, making it the
industry’s highest performance fixed configuration edge switch available. This industry-leading
performance ensures that the xStack switches will have the capacity to support ever-growing end
user bandwidth requirements.

Voice-Video-Data Convergence
Many customers are starting to reduce their overall networking expenditures by converging their
voice-video-data networks into a single network, and the xStack Series is an ideal solution for
this convergence. The xStack Series supports up to 8 queues on every port to classify and
prioritize traffic to ensure that high priority traffic, such as voice and video traffic, get the
required bandwidth when it is needed.
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Layer 3 Wire-speed Packet Routing
Layer 3 IP routing performed at the switch level offloads the routing burden handled by a
network router, thus enabling the network to run more efficiently. xStack switch’s Layer 3 IP
routing provides support for RIP v.1, v.2, OSPF, and DVMRP protocols performed by on-board
ASICs at speeds many times faster than CPU-based routers. xStack switches provide wire-speed
non-blocking switch fabrics with extremely fast hardware-based packet filtering/forwarding and
instant support for Windows, Unix, and Internet environments.

VLAN support
VLANs can be established for each switch to extend the broadcast domain and segment network
traffic. These VLANs can be spread among port-based or protocol-based VLANs. The VLANs
can be on a standalone switch or across a stack. Protocol-based VLANs allow switch ports to be
assigned to a broadcast domain based on the protocol information within the packet. These
VLANs localize broadcast traffic and assure that the specified protocol type packets are sent only
to the protocol-based VLAN ports. xStack switches have been designed to support up to 4,000
VLANs. xStack switches also support per VLAN Tagging option on each port.

Multi-layer Quality of Service (QoS) Applied at the Edge
xStack Switches implement a robust set of multi-layer (L2, L3, L4) QoS/CoS features to ensure
that critical network services like VoIP, ERP, Intranet, and video conference are served with
proper priority. Up to 8 priority queues for 802.1p/TOS/DiffServ are supported, with
classification and marking based on MAC SA/DA, IP SA/DA, and/or TCP/UDP port numbers.
QoS provides granular control where the user meets the network. This is particularly important
for networks migrating to converged applications where differential treatment of information is
essential. QoS is also necessary for the migration to Gigabit or 10-Gigabit Ethernet speeds,
where congestion must be avoided.
xStack switches use advanced QoS DiffServ and 802.1p (Class of Service) protocols to classify,
prioritize, and mark LAN traffic as a way to efficiently use existing bandwidth and offer reliable
connectivity for mission-critical applications and converged networks that are susceptible to
bandwidth availability, system latency, and jitter.
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IGMP snooping
xStack switches feature IP Multicast support by examining (‘snooping’) all Internet Group
Multicast Protocol (IGMP) traffic in hardware at line rate, and pruning unwanted data streams
from affecting network or end-station performance. Network performance will become more
efficient and load processing can be reduced dramatically.

Unicast
Example

Increased Server
Processing
Networ
k

Packet
flow

Multicast
Example
Efficient Multicast
Networ
k
Multicast benefits server load

Multiple Spanning Tree protocol groups
The xStack Switch family supports multiple Spanning Tree Groups, either in a single
standalone switch or distributed across a stack. Spanning Tree Groups provide multiple data
paths which can be used for load-balancing, redundancy, and to prevent loops in a network. The
switch architecture also supports IEEE 802.1s and 802.1w.

High Availability Uplinks
The xStack Series supports redundant copper and/or fiber Gigabit Ethernet uplinks and
redundant 10-Gigabit Ethernet uplinks for not only the highest uplink capacity at the edge, but
also the greatest redundancy. If any single uplink port is not available, a xStack switch can
automatically failover to the redundant port for maximum resiliency and connectivity. The result
is true high availability--the user stays connected to the network and remains productive.

Extensive Network Management Functions
xStack Switches support a variety of network management options including: console CLI,
Telnet configuration, Web-based and SNMP v.1/v.2c/v.3 management, RMON monitoring,
TFTP firmware upgrade, Port Mirroring for troubleshooting, BootP, and DHCP IP assignment.
The xStack also supports a variety of advanced traffic management options including: 802.1x,
Bandwidth Control, Broadcast Storm Prevention, and support for IGMP v.1, v.2 snooping.
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Comprehensive Security
D-Link's xStack Series provides a complete set of security features for connectivity and access
control. The features includes Access Control Lists (ACLs) based on MAC address, switch port,
IP address, and/or TCP/UDP port numbers, 802.1x user authentication and MAC address control.
The xStack also provides central management for administration access via
TACACS/TACACS+ and RADIUS. Together with network application control, this security
ensures that not only proper user access is served, but malicious traffic is also prevented from
spreading across the network.

Network Login and 802.1x
Every user on every port can be authenticated so the network is protected at the most common
point of attack, the edge. xStack Series switches can immediately reject users not authorized to
enter the switch or network. Unauthorized users cannot cause problems in the network because
they are unable enter the network and therefore cannot enter the network unless authorized by
the xStack switch’s web-based or 802.1x based Network Login security features.

xStack Network Login and 802.1x secure
the edge of the network

Wire Speed Access Control Lists (ACLs)
ACLs are powerful security tools and the use of ACLs in networks is likely to increase as a way
to combat security threats. However, the value of ACLs is diminished if, by applying them,
traffic slows down, creating a congestion point. The xStack Series delivers wire speed ACLs on
every port for maximum security while maintaining maximum throughput. With xStack Series
switches an IT manager can turn on ACLs whenever they are needed without worrying about
disrupting business applications or reducing productivity.
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Secure Shell 2 (SSH2)
xStack Switches support SSH2 to securely transfer switch configurations and images into and
out of the switch. To fix the known limitations in SSH, it is critical that customers use the latest
SSH2 as supported in the xStack Series.

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) Support
D-Link's xStack supports Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP), allowing several Layer
3 switches on a multi-access link to utilize the same virtual IP address. VRRP support provides
convenience, permitting your host system to be configured manually or via DHCP with a single
default gateway.
VRRP is used in the D-Link DES-6500 and the xStack Series Switch products for high
availability. Each subordinate switch with routing capability is initialized and ready to take over
routing functions if the master fails. Each subordinate switch is fully initialized and connected to
the master. The subordinates have identical interface addresses, encapsulation types, and
interface protocols and services. The subordinate switches continually receive and integrate
synchronized configuration information sent by the current master and monitor their readiness to
operate through the continuous execution of self-tests. Re-establishment of routes and links
happens more quickly than in normal Layer 3 devices because of the lack of time needed to
initialize the routing interfaces.

Multiple Mechanisms for High Availability
The D-Link xStack technology supports a variety of mechanisms for creating high resiliency in a
stack.
• Cross-Stack Link Aggregation technology—Multiple switches in a stack can create an

•
•

•

•

link aggregation connection. Loss of an individual switch will not affect connectivity for
the other switches.
Master redundancy—Every switch in the stack can act as the master. If the current
master fails, another master is elected from the stack.
Stacking cable resiliency—When a break in the bi-directional loop occurs, the switches
automatically begin sending information over the half of the loop that is still intact. If
the entire 40Gbps of bandwidth is being used, QoS mechanisms will control traffic flow
to keep jitter and latency-sensitive traffic flowing while throttling lower priority traffic.
Distributed Layer 2 forwarding—In the event of a master switch failure, individual
switches will continue to forward information based on the tables they last received
from the master.
VRRP for Layer 3 resiliency—Each switch is initialized for routing capability and is
ready to be elected as master if the current master fails. Subordinate switches are not
reset so that Layer 2 forwarding can continue uninterrupted.
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Jumbo frame support for larger file applications
Jumbo frame support of up to 9,216 bytes is supported, making the xStack Series ideal switches
for new applications requiring large frames such as storage and graphic/video applications.
Network data will stream more efficiently and processing load can be reduced dramatically.

Rate Limiting
The central flow control rate limiting feature in the xStack Series adds a valuable tool for
bandwidth management on ingress traffic. Similar to an Access Control List, the rate limiting
feature inspects incoming packets headers to allocate a predefined amount of bandwidth for that
traffic flow. If the flow exceeds the assigned bandwidth, excess packets are either dropped or
modified by resetting their DiffServ code point. Rate limits can be configured from 1 Mbps in 1
Mbps increments up to full line rate. Rate limiting is an excellent method of managing and
prioritizing the total traffic coming into a switch and it also enables control of the amount of
bandwidth any port, user, or application is allowed to consume.

Centralized and Simplified Configuration
D-Link’s xStack Series simplifies and centralizes your network management tasks, as multiple
switches can be configured, monitored and maintained with one single IP address from any
workstation running a Web browser. The stack is managed as a single entity, and all stacked
units are identified by a single IP address. A simple yet powerful Web-based interface allows
you to perform most comprehensive management and configuration tasks, eliminating the need
for you to install expensive, complex SNMP network management software.

Redundant Power System
The xStack Series offers a Redundant Power System, which supports multiple xStack switches
all with full power simultaneously. This power system provides 1-for-1 power back-up for every
xStack unit connected. No more worrying about inadequate power if more than a single switch
fails; the External Power System provides full redundant power for every xStack switch. The
Redundant Power System automatically senses when the internal power supply has failed and
immediately provides redundant power to the switch, preventing any loss of data.

Removable Flash Memory System
The innovative removable flash memory system of the DGS-3324SRi dramatically simplifies
complex deployments, upgrades, backups, and replacement sparing. Save your configuration file
on any standard flash memory card then eject the flash memory card for easy transportation.

Cluster Network Management Feature
The xStack Series also supports D-Link’s SIM (Single IP Management) Clustering Technology
software. By utilizing SIM Clustering Technology, up to thirty-two D-Link SIM-capable
switches—xStack or non-xStack switches—can be stacked logically and centrally managed
through a single IP address. SIM Clustering Technology is not limited to the xStack Series, any
physical location, or any specific stacking cables. Any D-Link switch that supports SIM
Clustering Technology can become a member of a SIM cluster or virtual stack. SIM members
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can be located in different physical locations in a network. For example, SIM-capable switches
can be located across a single building connected through industry-standard copper cables, or in
different buildings across campuses connect by industry-standard fiber cables. A built-in Web
manager with the SIM Clustering software provides a Tree View of the network, with clear
information about the members of the switch cluster, the network topology displays the locations
of the stacked units, and their link information. Support of SIM Clustering in the xStack Series
enables you to expand beyond the physical stack and to include other D-Link switches to
accommodate your future network requirement or growth. (Refer to product manuals to learn
more about D-Link SIM Clustering Technology.)

Tree View: SIM software provides clear information about the members of the virtual stack

Topology View: SIM software illustrates the network map and link information

Note: D-Link xStack switches can also be managed through D-Link D-View SNMP software.
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xStack Technology Overview
The D-Link xStack technology provides an innovative new method for collectively utilizing the
capabilities of a stack of switches. Individual switches intelligently join to create a single
switching unit. Configuration and routing information is shared by every switch in the stack,
creating a single switching unit. Switches can be added and deleted from a working stack without
affecting performance.
The Stack Interconnect Functionality
D-Link xStack Technology unites up to twelve individual D-Link xStack switches into a single
logical unit, using special stack interconnect cables and stacking software. The stack behaves as
a single switching unit that is managed by a master switch elected from one of the member
switches. The master switch automatically creates and updates all the switching and optional
routing tables. A working stack can accept new members or delete old ones with minor service
interruption.
Bidirectional Flow—Fail-Safe Ring-Stacking
A key differentiator for xStack Switches is their resilient stacking feature. xStack Switches can
stack up to 12 units with a cascade stacking design, assuring continuous uptime even if a single
switch in the stack should fail. A loop-back or cascade cable is used to seamlessly connect the
entire stack to provide no single point of failure. In the unlikely event of a switch failure, traffic
performance is maintained at 20Gbps on the immediate units on either direction of the failed unit
via a ‘wrapping’ method; the remaining units in the stack continue to send traffic bi-directionally
at full bandwidth capability of 40Gbps per switch. When a break is detected in a cable, the traffic
immediately loops back across the single remaining 20Gbps path to continue forwarding.
Whenever a frame is ready for transmission onto the path, a calculation is made to see which
path has the most available bandwidth. The entire frame is then copied onto this half of the path.
Traffic is serviced depending upon its class of service (CoS) or differentiated services code point
(DSCP) designation. Low latency traffic is given priority.
1. Number of units in a stack may vary depending of xStack model
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D-Link xStack Technology Bi-directional Fail-Safe Stacking

Bi-directional fail-safe stack architecture. Stack Up to 12 units in a Ring topology

Stack up to 7 units in a Star topology.

Subsecond Failover in Ring-Stacking
Within microseconds of a breakage of one part of the path, all data is switched to the active half
of the bi-directional path. The switches continually monitor the stack ports for activity and
correct data transmission. If error conditions cross a certain threshold, or there is insufficient
electromagnetic contact of the cable with its port, the switch detecting this then sends a message
to its nearest neighbor opposite from the breakage. Both switches then divert all their traffic onto
the remaining good path.
Single Management IP Address
The stack receives a single IP address as a part of the initial configuration. After the stack IP
address is created, the physical switches linked to it become part of the master switch group.
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When connected to a group, each switch will use the stack IP address. When a new master is
elected, it uses this IP address to continue interacting with the network.
Stack Creation and Modification
Stacks are created when individual switches are joined together with stacking cables. When the
stack ports detect electromechanical activity, each port starts to transmit information about its
switch. When the complete set of switches is known, the stack elects one of the members to be
the master switch, which will be responsible for maintaining and updating configuration files,
routing information, and other stack information. The entire stack will have a single IP address
that will be used by all the switches.
Master Redundancy
Master redundancy allows each stack member to serve as a master, providing the highest
reliability for forwarding. Each switch in the stack can serve as a master, creating a 1:N
availability scheme for network control. In the unlikely event of a single unit failure, all other
units continue to forward traffic and maintain operation.
Master Switch Election
The stack behaves as a single switching unit that is managed by a master switch elected by a
network manager or automatically from one of the member switches. The master switch
automatically creates and updates all the switching and optional routing tables. Any member of
the stack can become the master switch. Upon installation, or reboot of the entire stack, an
election process occurs among the switches in the stack. There is a hierarchy of selection criteria
for the election.
1. User priority—The network manager can select a switch to be master.
2. MAC address—Each switch reports its MAC address to all its neighbors for comparison. The
switch with the lowest MAC address is selected.
Master Switch Activities
The master switch acts as the primary point of contact for IP functions such as Telnet sessions,
pings, command-line interface (CLI), and routing information exchange. The master is
responsible for downloading forwarding tables to each of the subordinate switches. Multicast and
unicast routing tasks are implemented from the master. QoS and access control list (ACL)
configuration information is distributed from the master to the subordinates. When a new
subordinate switch is added, or an existing switch removed, the master will issue a notification of
this event and all the subordinate switches will update their tables accordingly.
Shared Network Topology Information
The master switch is responsible for collecting and maintaining correct routing and configuration
information. It keeps this information current by periodically sending copies or updates to all the
subordinate switches in the stack.
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Subordinate Switch Activities
Each switch has tables for storing its own local MAC addresses as well as tables for the other
MAC addresses in the stack. The master switch keeps tables of all the MAC addresses reported
to the stack. The master also creates a map of all the MAC addresses in the entire stack and
distributes it to all the subordinates. Each switch becomes aware of every port in the stack. This
eliminates repetitive learning processes and creates a much faster and more efficient switching
infrastructure for the system.
Subordinate switches keep their own spanning trees for each VLAN that they support. The
master switch keeps a copy of all spanning tree tables for each VLAN in the stack. When a new
VLAN is added, or removed, all the existing switches will receive a notification of this event and
update their tables accordingly.
Subordinate switches wait to receive copies of the running configurations from the master, and
begin start transmitting data upon receipt of the most current information. This ensures that all
the switches will use only the most current information and that there is only one network
topology used for forwarding decisions.
Adding New Members
When the switching stack has established a master, any new switch added afterward
automatically becomes a subordinate. All the current routing and addressing information is
downloaded into the subordinate so that it can immediately begin transmitting traffic. Its ports
become identified with the IP address of the master switch. Global information, such as QoS
configuration settings, is downloaded into the new subordinate member.
Upgrades Apply to All Devices in the Stack
Because the switch stack behaves like a single unit, upgrades apply universally to all members of
the stack at once. This means that the first time a D-Link software upgrade is applied, all units in
the stack will take on the characteristic of the image applied. All D-Link switch software
upgrades are free of charge.
Cross-Stack Link Aggregation Connections
Because all the ports in a stack behave as one logical unit, Link Aggregation can operate across
multiple, physical devices in the stack. D-Link Software can aggregate up to eight separate
physical ports from any switches in the stack into one logical channel uplink. Up to 32 Link
Aggregation groups are supported per stack.
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Summary
The D-Link xStack Switch Series provides Gigabit and 10-Gigabit speeds with advanced
switching features to increase the resiliency and the versatility of any network edge. With the
xStack Multilayer Switch Series, D-Link meets the switching demands of growing medium and
large businesses. The xStack Enterprise-class switching products provide the industry’s highest
density Gigabit connectivity, managed Layer 2 Ethernet switching, full-featured Layer 3 IP
routing, robust security, advanced QoS, and blazing 10-Gigabit support—all in one compact
1RU chassis. With strict adherence to industry open standards, xStack switches are designed and
priced to help businesses build a cost effective, powerful, and professional network. Delivering
the greatest Gigabit switch throughput performance in the industry, the D-Link xStack Series
enables deployment of intelligent services faster and more efficiently than ever before. The most
demanding customer can now have it all: investment protection for years to come, intelligence to
support new services and simplify the network, and high availability features that will keep users
connected and productive. With 10-Gigabit Ethernet, bandwidth-challenged Enterprises can meet
their acute network needs with 10Gbps solutions that provide the benefits of Ethernet while
preserving investments in 1-Gigabit Ethernet and 10/100Mbps Fast Ethernet LANs. The support
of these advanced features improves the network convergence of voice, video, data, and storage,
enabling users and managers to get an edge on the competition.
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xStack Multilayer Stackable Gigabit Switches
DGS-3324SRi
24-Port L3 Gigabit Star-Stacking MasterSwitches &

DXS-3326GSR
24-Port L3 Gigabit Switch

24-Port 10/100/1000BASE-T Ports
8-Port Combo SFP
6-Port 10GbE Stacking
1-Slot Compact Flash to store configuration file

24 SFP
4-Port Combo SFP
2-Port 10GbE Stacking
10GbE Uplink Module (optional)

DGS-3324SR
24-Port L3 Gigabit Switch

DEM-420X
Optional 10G Uplink Module

24-Port 10/100/1000BASE-T Ports
4-Port Combo SFP
2-Port 10GbE Stacking

10GbE Module with two XFP slots

DXS-3350SR
50-Port L3 Gigabit Switch

Up to 300m

48-Port 10/100/1000BASE-T Ports
4-Port Combo SFP
2-Port 10GbE Stacking
10GbE Uplink Module (optional)

DEM-421XT
10-Gigabit Ethernet XFP
DEM-422XT
10-Gigabit Ethernet XFP
Up to 10Km
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